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Further Future
From the brains behind creative collective Robot
Heart, Further Future is a mould-breaking, three-day
music and lifestyle event, set in the spectacular,
remote desert near Las Vegas.
Now in its second year, FF002 offers the cream of
music, wellness, food and talks getting knee deep in
science, entrepreneurship, technology, culture,
gastronomy, mixology, wellness, art and fashion. The
upshot? You get to connect with kindred souls and
engender societal change. Neat, huh?
And there’s more: LUXE City Guides will show you how
to navigate this fab fest in style. Hold onto your hats!
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Community
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Very Useful
➢ Gates open at noon on Friday, and you’ll need to be
outta there before 9am, Monday
➢ Weather. Expect all-day sunshine, a lovely dry desert
heat (well, duh!), highs of 28°C and lows of 16°C;
nighttime gets nippy so pack a snuggly Al McQueen wrap
➢ Don’t use sunscreen, use sunBLOCK; and for the love of
Buddha, don’t leave home sans shades + a floppy topper
➢ Ready your downward dog for sunrise at 6.10am; then
watch it set at 7.10pm – cocktail in hand, natch
➢ Flashing the ca$h? Green is so last year, dear. FF002 is
currency-free. Simply present your RFID wristband
and payment will be zapped off Auntie AmEx at home
➢ No need to bring any nasty BPA-packed plastic bottles,
there’s free and fresh drinking water on site
➢ Pre-order cherry-picked comforts + essentials from
the general store for advance delivery to your accomm.
➢ Oh, behave! You’re entering a prehistoric Paiute Indian
reservation, so have a respectful read about it here;
refrain from stripping off, and use the loos provided
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EVENT
SCHEDULE
Music
Speakers

Music
Brace yourself for a shimmy-making, shape-breaking,
move-busting mix of genre-spanning musicians and DJs,
across four awesome stages...

LUXELoves
All-star London lad Four Tet, Canadian composer
Caribou, Brit dance legends Leftfield, scratch-meister
Kid Koala, iconic hip-hop collective The Pharcyde, offthe-wall Danish trio WhoMadeWho, and ex-Haçienda res
Greg Wilson.
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STAGE

FRIDAY

Mothership

18.30
20.00
21.30
22.45
00.30

Daedelus
Crazy P
WhoMadeWho
Four Tet
Caribou

Robot Heart

23.30
01.00
02.30
04.30
10.30

Rampue
&ME
Fort Romeau
Dixon
Matt Tolfrey

Booba Cosmica

01.30
03.00
04.30
06.30
07.30
09.00

Rival Consoles
Donato Dozzy
Neel
Voices from the Lake
Elderbrook
Birds of Passage

Void

12.00
14.00
16.00
18.00
19.30
21.30
10.30

Ebar
Pink Mammoth
Idjut Boys
Anchorsong
DJ Tennis
Terry Francis
Spacebyrdz
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Music
STAGE

SATURDAY

Mothership

14.00
15.30
17.00
19.00
20.30
21.45
23.15

Jam City
Kid Koala
Derrick Carter
The Pharcyde
Joakim
Nicolas Jaar
Leftfield

Robot Heart

21.30
23.00
00.30
02.30
04.30
08.30

Pattern Drama
Satori
YokoO
Kimball Collins
Lee Burridge
Frank & Tony

Booba Cosmica

17.00
18.30
01.00
02.30
04.00
05.00
06.30
07.30
09.30

Rachna Bhasin
Hauschka
Oneohtrix Point Never
Andy Stott
Lusine
Low Leaf
Stev
Pedro Aguiar
Tropic of Cancer

Void

12.30
14.00
15.30
17.30
19.30
10.00

Raeo
H Foundation
Inland Knights
Greg Wilson
Joeski
Tim Love Lee

STAGE

SUNDAY

Mothership

15.00
16.30
17.30
18.30
20.00

Robot Heart

Afterparty with surprise guests
until Sunrise

Void

12.00
13.30
15.00
16.00

Lambert
Papercutz
Still Corners
Easy Star All-Stars
HVOB

Talal
John Wander
Telefon Tel Aviv
Jane Fitz
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Speakers
Kick back at Booba Cosmica Sat and Sun PM to be inspired by
some of the world’s leading lights in biz, science, tech, media,
wellness, music, and farming as they impart their knowledge,
secrets to success, and more. Here are some of our faves...

Vision Series
See the future of media, tech and health unravel before
your eyes with top talk totty incl. Google’s Eric Schmidt,
travel snapper Joann McPike, cannabis pioneer Jane West,
and LUXE’s fabulous globe-strutting CEO Simon Westcott.
15.00 Saturday
Joann McPike (THINK Global School) future of education
Scott Novich (NeoSensory) future of perceiving our world
Amanda Kahlow (6sense) future of technology
Simon Westcott (LUXE City Guides) future of luxury
Jane West (Women Grow) future of cannabis
Adam Gazzaley (UCSF) future of brain health
Rachna Bahasin (Magic Leap) future of experiences
Riccardo Sabatini (scientist) future of life
Stan Chudnovsky (Facebook) future of messaging
Eric Schmidt (Alphabet Inc) future of the web

W o w Ta l k s
Want to earn a crust doing what you love? It’s easier than
you might think... Gal Stiglitz’s series of short but sweet
stories aims to entertain and inspire with ‘Words of Wisdom’
from creative, original and truly unstoppable people.
20.00 Saturday
Radha Agrawal (Daybreaker)
Ruben Lenten (Extreme Inspiring Lifestyle)
Yasha Young (Urban Nation)
Maik ter Veer (Robodock)
Oscar Axhede (Zound Industries)
Matt Brimer (Daybreaker)
HÄANA (sound artist)
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Speakers

Music Panel
Musos, make haste! Industry insiders meet for this
round table on the future of touring, algorithms, live
gigs via VR and other technologies in the arena. Turn
on and tune in.
15.00 Sunday
Cortney Harding (panel moderator)
Scott Hansen (composer/producer Tycho)
Jeremie Habib (Gigwell)
Sean Horton (Decibel Festival)
Suzy Ryoo (Atom Factory)
Sumit Varshney (Spotify)

Sound & Light Panel
Artists, filmmakers, scientists and designers mull
o v e r l a r g e - s c a l e e n t e rt a i n m e n t , i m m e r s i v e
storytelling, and the links between light and sound.
Seriously though, arthouse auteur and film Pi-oneer
Darren Aronofsky is not to be missed.
16.30 Sunday
Ryan Uzilevsky (Light Harvest)
Keisuke Shingu (Further Future)
Jarrett Smith (Derivative)
Sakchin Bessette (Moment Factory)
Ryan Pulliam (Specular Theory)
Sooner Routhier (SRae Productions)
Darren Aronofsky (film director)
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LUXE
PICKS
Dining & Drinking
The Perfect Day
Wellness

Dining & Drinking
Think festival food is all rubbery hotdogs and lukewarm beer? Think
again, Jen! FF002 packs some serious chef + mixologist punch, with
lauded pundits from across the globe. Whatever wets your whistle,
be it comfort vegan or molecular marvelry, you can dig in day or night.

Vendor Village
New American

SLO-Boy / Maison du Coq. Comme Ça alum Justin Kingsley

Hall carves up open fire-roasted meat on flatbreads, and
plates 4-course feasts (think foraged ’shrooms in black
truffle broth, smoked foie gras + Southern-fried quail)
with Firestone ale pairings.
Mod Asian

Three Dice Kitchen. What do you get when you mix high-

tech gear + scientific precision with superlative ingreds?
A multisensory East-West flavour riot, that’s what.

District One / Le Pho. Broth boss Khai Vu’s Saigon-

style concept ladles mod/trad pho laden with crunchy
veg – be sure to pre-order the legendary lobster version.
Or, roll over to his made-to-order Viet goi cuon counter.

Dragon Grille. Award-bagging contempo fusion, incl.

slow-braised beef brisket, spice-marinated chuck, Kobe
beef sliders, and bulgogi Philly cheesesteaks. Nuff said.
Healthy

The Intuitive Forager. Foxy forager and supplier to the

stars (here’s looking at you, Puck), Kerry Clasby spotlights wild wonders and organic produce from her Cali
farm with this vibrant array of fruit, salads + sarnies.

Grass Roots. Seasonal, organic, nutrient-dense, grabn-go raw juices, smoothies + food bowls.

Mexican

QFS Tacos. Sumptuous, finger-lickin’ chicken, steak, pork,
fish or veggie tacos with homemade salsa and tortillas.
Side with carne asada fries. Nyom nyom.
Canadian

Poutine Your Mouth. This cult Québécois nibble – with

chips, gravy + cheese curds combined – has to be scoffed
to be believed. Vegan too.
Sweet Treats

Makers & Finders. Cold brew, espresso and pour-over

coffee from beans ground to order. Sip on the signature
latte sweetened with house syrups like coconut-turmeric
and honey-vanilla with lavender. Java-aah!

Gelatology. Lickalicious artisan balls in ravey flaves,

like foie gras and peanut butter, plus divine Italian puds,
sodas and daily-baked pastries.
Starry Bars

King Hippo. Hush-hush preview of mix-master Lyle Cer-

venka’s arty libation lounge. Tipped as a new Vegas fave.

Velveteen Rabbit. Mojave sister act Pamela + Christina

Dylag tingle tastebuds with zingy ingreds, daring combos
+ house tinctures. Spesh collab with King Hippo on Fri.

Herbs & Rye. Vegas stalwart beloved by the ‘in’ crowd

for its tight ’tail program and generous Happy Hour(s)
(5-8pm & midnight-3am). Spesh collab with King Hippo on Sat.
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The Perfect Day...
for Health Bunnies
You may be more than a spandex stretch from your
usual Saturday morning pilates, but that doesn’t mean
you can’t channel your inner health nut on festival
soil. This whimsical wonderland has everything you
need to keep your body and mind aligned. Start by
remedying that late-night/morning-after slump with
a zingy green fix from Grass Roots (see Dining), the
home of grab-n-go juicy goodness for the superfoodsavvy. Now get the spiritual senses flowing in the
Wellness Tent, where Vedic expert Charlie Knoles
and SERENE co-founder Millana Snow lead a Desert
Morning Meditation (9.00) and reiki group sesh. In
need of a wake-up call? Hang around for Ninja Fitness
(11.00), an invigorating mix of parkour and acro
yoga, using your partner’s bodyweight to strengthen
your own. Phew, you must be famished! Zip over to
the Vendor Village for health-food heroine Kerry
Clasby’s The Intuitive Forager (see Dining) and fill
your boots with organic farm-to-fest fresh salads and
sandwiches. Next up is The Universal Mind (14.00)
at ENVELOP. This sound, light and music sensation
spotlights meditation with performances from singer
Biet Simkin and poets IN-Q and Rafael Casal. Enough of
this lotus-style lolling, it’s frock o’clock! Shimmy on
over to Abyss Spa where you can add some ritz to your
gladrags with the help of resident body-bedazzlers
and mane-tamers. Party ready? Where better to debut
that new ’do than the sparkly Mothership stage? Ace
turntablist Kid Koala takes off at 15.30, followed by
retro electro Greg Wilson (17.30) over in The Void.
For post-bop respite, steal away to the Wellness Tent
for Sunset Yoga (18.30), a zensome wind-down with
Ally Bogard, plus DJ Patrick Creelman on the decks.
By now you’ve earned some more sustenance, but
rather than the usual lean greens, opt for something
a little more indulgent like a lovely kicky pho from
District One, or made-to-order flavour-bombs
from sister estab Le Pho (see Dining for both). One last
hurrah awaits with the WOW Talks at 20.00, where a
lineup of industry-savvy speakers, including Maik ter
Veer (of Robodock Arts) and Yasha Young (of Berlin
art project Urban Nation) take the stage to discuss
the driving forces behind creative pursuits. Almost
done, darl. Just enough time to get in touch with your
other spirit-ual side at the Velveteen Rabbit (see
Drinking), where Futurists flock for crafty cocktails
(like ‘Protection’, a black tourmaline-infused rum,
bols yogurt and flamed cinnamon concoction). Cin cin!
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The Perfect Day…
for Die-hard Foodies
Do you eat to live or live to eat? If you’re of the latter
persuasion, you’re in for a serious treat – one of the
main tenets of FF002 is food, glorious food. And while
Saturday is all about the beats, Sunday is prime time
for eats. Kick off affairs with a bangin’ cold brew
or signature coconut-turmeric latte from bean bar
Makers & Finders, or if you’re getting dangerously
close to ‘hangry’, QFS Tacos (see Dining for both) does
exactly what it says on the tin with sinful extras
like zingy salsa and carne asada fries. Now unblock
those chakras with a gentle stretch and sun salute
at Patrick Creelman’s Morning Yoga (10.00) in the
Wellness Tent, before tottering over to Ablyss Spa
for a funky mohawk up-do or coloured braid courtesy
of mop maestro Rosuver Terán, followed by an arty
shoot with Pitchfork shutterbug Ellie Pritts. Futurefabulous look sorted, it’s time to relax and soak up the
wisdom that suffuses this fest. Food Fight (13.00) back
in the Wellness Tent will probe the past, present, and
future of food with chef Daphne Cheng, acupuncturist
Rose Goodman, and intuitive forager Kerry Clasby,
among others (and yes, there will be accompanying
tasters!). For more wild food fun, stick around for the
All Things Mushroom workshop (14.30) with funghi
farmer Tero Isokauppila, where you’ll get the chance to
sample his infamous tea. Or if you haven’t got mush room
for more food, stagger over to mainstage Mothership
for a calorie-burning bop to pianist Lambert (15.00),
Portuguese electro soloist Papercutz (16.30), and
London producer/vocalist dyad Still Corners (17.30).
You’ve earned a sweet treat! Whip over to Gelatology
(see Dining) for some lickalicious peanut butter or foie
gras balls, before hitting up soon-to-be scene queen
King Hippo (see Drinking), Lyle Cervenka’s urban-cool
new libation lounge. Now wander back to the Wellness
Tent for a much-needed workout with Native American
shaman Bear Walker on his lovely, light and insightful
Sunset Journey (18.30) hike across the burnt orange
sands of the surrounding desert. Feeling pecky?
Depending on the magnitude of your appetite, either opt
for SLO-Boy’s sumptuous fire-roasted meats served on
flatbreads, or sidle up to Maison du Coq (see Dining)
for a 4-course feast with pairings from Cali brew crew
Firestone Walker. If you haven’t yet burst your buttons,
nip over to the epic Afterparty (plus surprise guests)
at Robot Heart. This move n’ groove sesh will continue
until sunrise, or if sleep and dreams of tacos beckon,
retire to your quarters n’ flop. You absolute superstar!
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T h e P e r f e c t D a y . . .
f o r T e c h H e a d s
So you’ve grooved, grazed and namaste-d, now it’s
time to justify why you’re calling this a ‘business’
trip with some serious tech and talk time. First, erase
the damage done by any overzealous dance moves with
an acupressure massage (and maybe even a cheeky
rejuvenating IV drip) at Ablyss Spa in the Spa/Wellness
area – an hour here will have you fresh as a daisy. Now
fuel up for a day of info overload with a fresh-ground
cuppa joe at Makers & Finders (see Dining), before
zipping over to the Creators Lounge for the Techne
Talk Series (12.00-15.00). This interactive innovation
showcase stars David Hanson (of Hanson Robotics), with
his ultra life-like robotic faces; and Novamente’s Ben
Goertzel chatting about OpenCog (the world’s largest
open-source AI project); plus presentations by Joscha
Bach of MIT’s Media Lab, TV host Jaél de Pardo, engineer
Martin North and Riva-Melissa Tez (of AI database
platform Permutation). Now that you’re clued up on the
shape of tech to come, hustle over to the Vendor Village
and grab a quick bite of gravy-smothered goodness
from chipper Poutine Your Mouth (see Dining) while
you assess what’s next. Options: either head back to the
Tech Zone and hit up the demonstration stands for
hours of playtime with the latest in VR and wearable tech
design, or continue your brain cram with the Speaker
Series at Booba Cosmica. Here, you can catch three
panel discussions (from 15.00) on the impacts of VR and
improved analytics on the music industry, ways to flood
an audience’s visual and auditory senses with light and
sound, and developments in sustainable agriculture
and eating trends. Or perhaps you want to explore alt
ways to achieve enlightenment? If so, head over to the
mind-expanding Ayahuasca Q&A (15.30) led by superdoop shaman Fabian Piorkowsky. After that mammoth
data dump, it’s time to let your boho braids down, so
skip over to the Mothership for some bassline beats
from reggae collective Easy Star All-Stars (18.30),
before Austrian electro duo HVOB (20.00) close out
the festival’s musical offerings. But don’t feel you
have to stop when the music does. Slide over to mod
Asian sensation Three Dice Kitchen (see Dining) for
science-centric molecular marvels by Aussie gadgetman
Arthur Tsu. His dazzling skillz of spherization and
emulsification will make AI programming look like a
cakewalk. Finally, stop by Herbs & Rye (see Drinking) for
the midnight-3am Happy Hour, when top Vegas mixologists
shake up some seriously good sips. And, if you’re really
determined to mollify your Fitbit sleep tracker, cruise
through to 24-hour The Void, where you can gargle
craft draughts and get down to dance tracks till the
sun comes up and the festival winds down. Job well done.
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Wellness
Ablyss Spa. A quick shimmy from the festival furore, this

Heather Barc-curated spa in the vast, tranquil desert
offers luxey body treats, from massage and IV drips to
party-smarty trimmings like hair styling, makeup, body art
and henna tattoos. Frame the day with a pro photo sesh.

LUXELoves
➢ Turn that hangover frown upside down with a blissful,
hydrating 30-min intravenous (IV) drip
➢ Channel ‘Black Swan’ with Dani Marie’s dramatic body
paints, makeup, rhinestones, eyelashes and glitter
➢ Go from tumbleweed topper to coiffed coconut, with
designer-fave Rosuver Terán’s funky chignon updos, Dutch buns, and colour extension braids
➢ Let airbrush ace Kelsea Rae adorn your bod with
Blade Runner-style scapes
➢ Get the rockstar treatment from trippy shutterbug
Ellie Pritts, a regular for music mags like Pitchfork
Dani Marie

Sabreena Haque

Rosuver Terán

Air Bene

Kelsea Rae
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Wellness Events
FF002’s Wellness Agency-curated program blends ageold wisdom and practices with cutting-edge technology,
facilitating detox and recharge with yoga, meditation,
talks, consciousness hacking, and product demos.

LUXELoves
AY FIT/Ninja Fitness. Travis Brewer and Modern Tarzan
will have you bikini ready pronto with this bodyweight
combo of parkour and acro yoga. Sauce!
11.00, Sat / Wellness Tent

Flow Yoga. Flexi filly Ally Bogard conducts morning and
sunset sessions to the soothing sounds of a live DJ. Ohmmm.
10.00 & 18.30, Sat / Wellness Tent

Sunset Journey. The perfect way to round off the day – a
peaceful, spiritual wander through the untamed wilderness
of the Moapa Native land, led by NASA scientist and Native
American shaman Bear Walker.
18.30, Sat & Sun / meet in the Wellness Tent

Rehab. The heat got you beat? Recentre your brain and body
with Zen doyenne Sarah Anne Stewart conducting light yoga
twists, meditation, and other holistic modalities. Organic joe,
healthy sweet treats, relaxing beats and soft shade too.
11.30, Sun / Wellness Tent

All Things Mushroom. Join 13th-gen Finnish forager and
Four Signmatic-founder Tero Isokauppila to learn about the
joy of ’shrooms and try his unusual Mushroom Coffee.
14.30, Sun / Wellness Tent

The Deep Dive Of Ayahuasca. Partial to a good brew? Not
like this... Medicine man Fabian Piorkowsky will discuss the
physiological and psychological effects of the Amazon’s
mind-expanding Ayahuasca tradition in this fascinating Q&A.
15.30, Sun / Wellness Tent
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This Further Future Festival guide was created by
LUXE City Guides, the glam pocket-sized travel
companions. Get LUXE on the go with our ultrahandy, Mobile App with offline maps, directions and
curated itins free from iTunes and Google Play.
Download the LUXE app or scan
the QR code for more info.

Visit luxecityguides.com for topical destination
reads, online store and a slew of saucy add-ons.
Want more? The sassy suite of LUXE print titles, plus boxed
editions, are available online and at stockists worldwide.

Amsterdam, Bali, Bangkok, Barcelona, Beijing, Berlin,
Cambodia & Laos, Chiang Mai, Chicago, Dubai, Florence,
Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City, Hong Kong, Istanbul, Kuala
Lumpur, London, Los Angeles, Madrid, Melbourne, Miami,
Milan, New York, Paris, Phuket, Rio de Janeiro, Rome, São
Paulo, Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Stockholm,
Sydney, Tokyo and Venice + family guides Little LUXE
Hong Kong, Little LUXE Singapore and Little LUXE Bali

LUXECITYGUIDES.COM
This edition of LUXE City Guides
was created exclusively for Further Future Festival

LUXE thanks
Melvina Mak, Chloe Jessica Payne, Eleani Purcell and Liv Berry
...couldn’t have done it without you.

LUXE. Feisty, frank, fab.
While we make every effort to ensure the veracity and validity of our entries,
the weather, opening/closing times, hairdressers with curling tongs and a
deathwish, and all things that are variable and part of life’s rich tapestry
are sadly beyond our control and may change. We therefore cannot be held
responsible for any loss or damage, consequential or otherwise.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored
in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form by any means without the
written permission of the publisher. LUXE City Guides and the LUXE logo are
trademarks of LUXE Ltd. © LUXE Ltd.

